W A R N E L L

BINGO!
Kept animal
scat in your
freezer

Had a lab in
Whitehall

Climbed
the stairs in
building 4 to
level 5

Got lost
in Warnell
buildings

Went to a
conclave

Tried to study in
the lounge but
got distracted

Got lost
in Whitehall

Went on a
study abroad

Family/Friend Someone asked
has asked you if you’re going
to ID a tree,
to be a park
plant, or animal
ranger
Went to the
creamery more
than once in a
day

Stayed in lab
past midnight

Had a lab
in the rain

Know Corny

Met Jake Knox

Drew on the
wall in the
lounge

Owns hiking
boots and a
flannel

Went to a
club meeting
for free food

Disappointed
by an empty
vending
machine

“You can tell
that it is __
because of the
way it is”

Has been bitten
by a vertebrate

Went on a
R3 Hunt

Done a
prescribed burn

Helped with
a professor’s
research

FREE
SPACE

(Had a class
in 1-304)

W A R N E L L

BINGO!
Owns hiking
boots and a
flannel

Had a lab in
Whitehall

Got lost
in Warnell
buildings

Kept animal
scat in your
freezer

Helped with
a professor’s
research

Went on a
R3 Hunt

Drew on the
wall in the
lounge

Went on a
study abroad

Family/Friend
Done a
has asked you
prescribed burn to ID a tree,
plant, or animal

Has been bitten
by a vertebrate

FREE
SPACE

(Had a class
in 1-304)

Had a lab
in the rain

Disappointed
by an empty
vending
machine

Met Jake Knox

Someone asked
if you’re going
to be a park
ranger

Know Corny

Stayed in lab
past midnight

Went to the
creamery more
than once in a
day

Went to a
conclave

Went to a
club meeting
for free food

“You can tell Tried to study in
that it is __
the lounge but
because of the got distracted
way it is”
Climbed
the stairs in
building 4 to
level 5

Got lost
in Whitehall

W A R N E L L

BINGO!
Went to a
conclave

Done a
prescribed burn

Disappointed
by an empty
vending
machine

“You can tell
that it is __
because of the
way it is”

Know Corny

Tried to study in
the lounge but
got distracted

Someone asked
Has been bitten if you’re going
by a vertebrate to be a park
ranger
Went to a
club meeting
for free food

Drew on the
wall in the
lounge

Owns hiking
boots and a
flannel

Had a lab
in the rain

Got lost
in Whitehall

Went on a
R3 Hunt

Family/Friend
has asked you
to ID a tree,
plant, or animal

Climbed
the stairs in
building 4 to
level 5

Stayed in lab
past midnight

Went to the
creamery more
than once in a
day

Met Jake Knox

Kept animal
scat in your
freezer

Got lost
in Warnell
buildings

Went on a
study abroad

Had a lab in
Whitehall

Helped with
a professor’s
research

FREE
SPACE

(Had a class
in 1-304)

